Do perennial plants suffer too, when they rise up in spring through the
dead growth of last year, rise to greater glory and abundance this year?
Does the snake slough off its skin with regret, do you think?
Does each stage of our own interior growth cost enough vital energy in
suffering so that our span is measured—the allotment of our lives' dura-
tion made by the number of pangs we can sustain at each successive for-
ward step or upward movement?
Must human beings eventually die of the pangs of growth?
When we see a delphinium taller, more resplendent than the rest, a tree
more superb than the others, a human being in character and achieve-
ment outstanding from his fellows—are we to think: what magnificent
resistance to suffering was there!
'Let the dead bury their dead3 was said by the gentlest, wisest and most
awful of men.
Is this merely a human weakness or a human fault that growth, then,
should have its pang? Or is it all merely the natural evil consequence of the
so-called virtues which man in self-love is earnestly making for himself?
I see that I left Silsbee as I left college, and as later, with anguish, I left
home—for the same reason, with the same suffering, the same hope,
obedient to a principle at work in me taking its toll to this hour as I write.
Old as man's moral life is this urge to grow. Listen to the Apostle Paul:
'Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended: but this one thing I
do, forgetting those things wMch are behind and reaching forth to those
things which are before.7
And I, too, whether I would or not, like Lieber Meister was going to ask
of my generation in my own way, 'Do ye reject the commandment of
God, that ye may keep your traditions?' and this in order that my genera-
tion should realize that traditions may be kept in the letter after the
spirit had fled, only by such rejection.
Louis Sullivan, Lieber Meister, had come to this understanding. He
was already at grips with the joys and sorrows of this affirmation—in
action.
Monday morning. Some little time before nine o'clock in the draught-
ing room of Adler and Sullivan. The 'firm' then occupied most of the top
floor of the old Borden Block, corner of Randolph and Dearborn Streets,
now torn down. Paul Mueller was there. No one else. 'Where can I get
you?' He looked about. Fixed upon one place—changed his mind several
times—finally landed me against the south wall between two large
windows. Good place but too closely surrounded by other tables. One of a
crowd. Not like the studio-atmosphere of Silsbee's. Might have been in
the rank and file of any large business office where many clerks were
working.
'I'll have Anton "stretch" some boards for you,' he said, calling the
office cub. Said the cub, Anton, 'How many?'
'Ach! I didn't tell you. What you can find loose. What you can find
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